Measuring joint moments at high speed is integral for sports-related research, but substantial artefacts can arise with certain computational methods. This is relevant for BJSM readers as measurement errors can lead to flawed conclusions. Potential settings where errors have the potential to creep in include anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) risk factor studies, running biomechanics analysis and other fields where biomechanists study fast movements. Our recent paper in Journal of Biomechanics demonstrated the effect of different filtering of force and marker data in joint moment calculations. 1 This paper explains those findings for the clinical readership of BJSM and highlights the areas where it may be wise to 'proceed with caution' when interpreting previous studies that aim to identify key risk factors for injury.
WHAT IS A JOINT MOMENT AND WHY SHOULD I CARE?
Estimates of joint moments are fundamental in the study of sporting motion. Joint moments calculated in standard motion analysis are net joint moments, the total effect of all structures that produce forces that work across the joint. Joint moments stem from muscle forces, articular contact and ligaments. We are interested in joint moments because, unlike these separate forces, they can be measured. A correct interpretation of joint moments may help us understand which muscles and ligaments are at risk of injury in certain settings.
WHAT IS ALL THIS NOISE ABOUT?
If biomechanics is not your thing, feel free to skip down to 'Implications' below. Joint moments are normally calculated through the process of inverse dynamics, where ground reaction forces (force plate data) and segment accelerations (marker data-the reflective markers attached to the participant) are combined.
In all high-impact movements, such as running and sidestep cutting, it is normal to see an impact peak in ground reaction force that will result in high acceleration of body segments. Unfortunately, due to random noise in the measurement of marker positions, current motion analysis systems cannot reliably measure the impact peak in segment accelerations. 2 Marker data are low-pass filtered to avoid large errors in the calculation of segment accelerations. Unfortunately, as a consequence, also the impact acceleration peak is removed. Thus, it is the need to filter marker data that prevents us from reliably measuring the peak in segment accelerations.
The smoothing of the segment acceleration curve that results from the necessary filtering of marker positions lead to an overestimation and underestimation of the segment acceleration during the stance phase, similar to the overestimation and underestimation that is seen with filtering of force data in figure 2 . This overestimation and underestimation is an inherent property of the filtering methods and can unfortunately not be avoided with current methods to estimate segment acceleration.
Unfortunately, the combination of force data with impact peaks and filtered marker position data lacking impact peaks lead to inconsistencies in joint moment calculations. To illustrate this, consider the calculation of joint forces at a segment where impact forces are measured with high accuracy at the distal end (figure 1). According to Newton's second law, the sum of forces equals mass times acceleration. At the time of the impact peak, the relative underestimation of segment acceleration will mathematically result in an overestimation of proximal joint forces (equation (1)).
F p , proximal force; F d , distal force; G, gravity; m, mass and a, segment acceleration.
The effect of this inconsistency in the equations of motion can be seen as unphysiological impact artefacts in joint moment curves (figures 2 and 3). Sagittal plane joint moments depend on muscle force generation, and muscle force does not vary as seen in these curves, with rapidly alternating positive and negative joint moments. 3 Furthermore, studies of electromyogram activity of the hip muscles show consistent extensor activation in the first phase of the stance, indicating that the rapid changes in hip joint moments seen in figure 3 are likely incorrect. [4] [5] [6] A simulation study of sprint running displayed artefacts in knee and hip flexion moments similar to those in figure 3 when different cut-off frequencies was applied for force and movement data, while matched cut-off frequencies gave joint moments that closely estimated the real joint moments (figure 2).
To avoid artefacts in the calculation of joint moments, the ground reaction force should be filtered with the same procedure as the marker data, even if it leads to a smoothing of the impact peak. In our opinion, possibly losing some information about the impact peak is better than introducing the unpredictable artefacts that arise with unmatched filters.
WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF THE ARTEFACTS?
In our 2012 study in Journal of Biomechanics, maximum joint moments first 100 ms of the stance phase of sidestep cutting were compared across four conditions with different combinations of cut-off frequencies: markers filtered at 10 Hz cut-off, force at 10 Hz cut-off (10-10); markers 10, force 50 (10-50); markers 15, force 15; markers 15 and force 50. 1 The differences are illustrated in a plot of a typical player ( figure 3) .
The greatest differences were seen between conditions with different cut-off frequencies for force data and marker data. Hip joint moments were most affected by the artefacts, with mean (SD) peak hip flexion moment of 3.64 (0.75) under the 10-10 and 5.92 (1.80) under 10-50 filter conditions. Substantial differences were also found for knee abduction moments, with mean peak (SD) values of 1.27 (0.53) and 1.64 (0.68) Nm/kg for the 10-10 and 10-50 filter condition, respectively. Although statistically significant, the differences in maximum knee flexion moments were minor. However, large differences between the curves were seen prior to the peak.
To further investigate the implication of these filtering artefacts for the conclusions of motion analysis research, the rank correlation of players based on knee abduction moment was calculated across conditions. The rank correlation describes whether the ordering of players based on a measure is similar. This correlation was greater between knee abduction moments calculated with matched cut-off frequencies, compared to the correlations between calculations with matched and different cut-off frequencies (10-10 vs 15-15: 0.969, 10-10 vs 10-50: 0.857, 15-15 vs 15-50: 0.931). These correlations show that the magnitude of joint moment measures is affected by different or matched cut-off frequencies and the ranking of players based on these measures are affected as well.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERPRETATION OF RESEARCH
Previous research has commonly used combinations of cut-off frequencies (eg, 15 Hz for marker data and 50 Hz for force data) that can lead to artefacts. Fortunately, an increasing number of motion analysis studies use matched filters for force and movement data (eg, 15 Hz for both motion and force).
Non-matched cut-off frequencies have the potential to influence the conclusions of ACL risk factor studies if the movements studied display impact peaks in the ground reaction force big enough to produce significant artefacts. Artefacts have been described in sidestep cutting, 1 running 7 8 and jumps, 2 but the presence of artefacts in drop jumps is disputed. 9 10 Maximum knee abduction moment, hip flexion moment and hip abduction moment are sensitive to filtering and therefore susceptible to artefacts, while maximum knee flexion moment is barely affected in our data. Knee flexion moments are affected if we look at for example, loading rate of the knee flexion moment.
Artefacts such as those seen in hip moment data can result in erroneous interpretations of for example, muscle activation or load on passive structures. In previous studies of sprint running, undulating hip flexion/extension moments during stance phase have been incorrectly interpreted as variations in muscular force generation. 7 The magnitude of maximum joint moment during stance is overestimated when calculated with unmatched filters. This can be a problem if results from motion analysis studies are used in for example, brace designs or to predict actual ACL loading. Magnitudes of joint moments should only be compared across Figure 1 A free-body diagram of a segment and the forces and moments acting on the segment Figure 2 Force curve (A) and joint moment curve (B) based on data from computer simulation of a jump. (A) Real and filtered ground reaction forces. Note that the 50 Hz filter allows the actual force to be measured without blunting it. At the slower speed (10 Hz), the peak is cut-off (blunted-averaged into a longer filter window. (B) Hip flexion moment calculated with matched and unmatched cut-off frequencies for force and marker data. When the filter rates for force data and the marker (movement) data are matched (force 10 Hz, marker 10 Hz) the curve follows the real data very closely. When the curves are not matched (force has a 50 Hz cut-off but the marker has a 10 Hz cut-off ) the resultant curve has major artefacts. These can influence clinical interpretation (see below). Data from http://isbweb.org/data/invdyn/. studies if the same cut-off frequency is used for force and marker data in both studies.
Even when the shape of the joint moment curves is less affected by the artefacts, as is the case for knee abduction moments, artefacts can affect results. We showed that there is a difference between methods in ranking of players based on knee abduction moment during sidestep cutting. This can potentially change conclusions on for example, injury risk.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR CLINICIANS?
Joint moments calculated with the inverse dynamics approach should have matched filters for force and marker data. Previous research may have been affected by artefacts, and conclusions from studies with different filters for force and marker data may have to be reconsidered in light of the findings of our paper in Journal of Biomechanics.
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Artefacts due to different filtering of force data and marker data in inverse dynamics are one of many potential sources of errors in motion analysis. [11] [12] [13] [14] This should be kept in mind when drawing conclusions based on motion analysis studies.
Four practical tips for clinicians interested in biomechanics:
1. Check the filtering of markers and force data in articles you read-are the cut-off frequencies matched?
The combination of high cut-off frequency or no filtering for force data and a lower cut-off frequency for marker data can potentially yield artefacts. 2. Consider if the movement studied can be considered of high impact.
The impact peak present in force and segment acceleration data in high-impact movements is the basis for the described artefacts. 3. Consider if the variable of interest can be affected by artefacts. Hip joint moments are most susceptible to these artefacts, but also knee joint moments can be affected. 4. When comparing results between motion analysis studies-check if filtering methods are compatible. Do not compare magnitudes of joint moments between studies with matched and unmatched cut-off frequencies. If these impact artefacts are not considered, the data may yield 'relationships' that are not biologically founded. To avoid faulty conclusions researchers and clinicians must be aware of settings that can generate substantial artefacts when analysing sporting movements.
